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another day

in paradise

A

h, la serenissima,
beautiful Venice.
The international arts community will again descend upon her dreamy waterways this June for
the preview of the 54th Venice Biennale, treating
the floating city as their temporary playground.
It is hard to believe people call this magical place
home throughout the year. As a former resident,
it is during the dark months of fog and aqua alta
that the fantasy comes closer to reality for Nadia Kaabi-Linke. A young, highly intelligent and
inquisitive artist, her conceptual works respond
to specific situations. She spent time in Venice during these wet months researching her
project Flying Carpets, connecting with people
at the margins of society. “They are present, but
invisible – my work is an attempt to make them
visible,” she says.
Kaabi-Linke has spent much time in Italy,
speaks Italian, and first became aware of the
so-called ‘pedlars’ in the tourist area of Naples in
2009. Visiting Venice that summer, she was witness to an aggressive scene near the Giardini:
armed police chasing groups of hawkers, who
bundled up their illegal wares in white cloths.
Some escaped, some were caught. Immediately
consumed by the cerebral density of the Bien196

Laura Egerton looks at one of the annual Abraaj Capital
Art Prize’s 2011 winners – Tunisian artist Nadia Kaabi-Linke’s
Flying Carpets – an artistic ode to the carpets on which
multinational pedlars in Venice lay their wares.

nale, she soon forgot this incident and returned
to Berlin. It was later that the connection came
to her and the project was born.
Venice is the most Oriental city in Europe, its
history and architecture testament to its role as
a conduit between West and East since the 14th
century and the opening up of the Silk Road during the Ottoman Empire. In much the same way
as Dubai, the city first gained power as a mercantile centre. When one studies the paintings
of Giovanni Bellini or Vittore Carpaccio, there are
many representations of Moorish figures in exotic attire. Through her work, Kaabi-Linke claims
that the presence of African, Middle Eastern and
South Asian pedlars trading on the city streets is
a continuity of this history.
To formulate her project, the first step was to
be in contact with her subjects directly. She talks
affectionately of Djibi from Cameroon, Hassan
from India (who spoke excellent Arabic, having
lived in Libya) and others who had spent time
in the Gulf. Kaabi-Linke found them to be educated and resourceful in the way they operated
in groups, to try and second-guess the authorities. She saw evidence of personal support from
some Italians, such as an elderly woman they
called ‘our mama Tereza’, who offered shelter and

food during the Holy Month of Ramadan. The
police did routinely question the artist herself,
asking if she was Muslim, and to see her passport
– Tunisian of course, despite her seemingly European appearance – and were clearly bemused
by her acts of tracing outlines on a bridge which
she photographed and sketched.
For her project, Kaabi-Linke chose to recreate Il Ponte del Sepolcro, right in the centre of the
Giardini and San Marco, close to the Arsenale,
historically the heart of Venice’s military defence
system and a major site of the Biennale. It is a
smaller bridge, so in her work she was able to
keep the scale 1:1 – this accuracy and realism is
important for her practice. The completed work
is therefore an image of the bridge as mapped
out by the places the pedlars chose to lay their
‘carpets’ and sell their wares on certain days. The
symbolism of a bridge as a passage, part of an
ongoing, grounded journey with specific rises
and falls, as opposed to the seeming freedom
of a flying carpet in the title, emphasises the
contradictions of the pedlars’ predicament. The
tightly strung threads collectively produce a
cage, suggesting confinement, and yet also appear light and airy, as if the whole installation is
capable of taking flight.
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Detail of Nadia Kaabi-Linke’s
design for her 2011 Abraaj Capital
Art Prize-winning Flying Carpets.
Image courtesy the artist and
Abraaj Capital Art Prize.
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